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Pro Profile



Sameera Khan



The photography industry is brimming with talent . To make a mark in this extremely competitive field demands all that a photographer can give. Breaking in and staying on in this fast paced world of fashion, photography, models and the works is photographer Sid Vasnandani. He talks about his relationship with photography, his journey and experiences.
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What sparked your interest in photography? The early nineties have created a big impact on what I do now. MTV videos were a big influence for me followed by pop art which included CD covers, movie posters, fashion magazines, black books, etc. and of course, super-models and cameras. When you began your photographic career, what was the experience like when you look back now since those were your initial steps towards your career? This is the beginning of the fourth year of my photographic career, so for me nothing has changed drastically. The only noticeable change in the
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last three years is that digital has swept away film in the high-end commercial market. How would you define your photographic style? I mainly shoot fashion nowadays and would definitely not commit to a single style at any point since I believe in experimentation and bringing in fresh innovation every time I shoot. However, there are a couple of styles/looks both classic and futuristic which I like, and use them depending on the feel the image has to portray. Which assignment done by you recently would you consider difficult or just different from the kind of work you mostly do? There was this fashion shoot for Femina sometime back which was a challenge. The theme was monsoon, and we had to shoot in a studio but the feel should be of outdoors, the clothes/shoes could not be made wet as they had to be returned, and to top it all we had just two days of planning and executing after being informed. How different is your personal work from your professional work? My personal work is mainly experiments with light and various equipment and some new ideas. I have not done a self assignment ever, but plan to do one soon. How different is it to shoot for an Indian brand or client as compared to an International one? Not much because I deal with advertising agencies who handle them both. So they are the same clients. I would rather do a big campaign for an Indian brand rather than a small assignment for a foreign brand. How do you conceptualize or plan your shoot? What thought process goes into it? It starts with the look we want to



create. The art director comes up with a reference image if it’s an agency assignment, otherwise, I visualize that image and make a scribble. Next is the selection of the right model, hair and makeup, find a nice location or create a set. Hiring a production coordinator to ensure the whole thing runs smoothly is very important.



Which aspect of photography do you think you have not explored as yet, which you would like to now? I would love to do some street photography like I used to during my college assignments, just taking pictures of interesting people that you can find. 53 FEBRUARY 2008 Asian Photography
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From your first shoot till now, how do you think you have evolved as a photographer? And what has been the biggest learning experience for you? In the beginning, shoots used to be like exams. Now they are picnics. The bigger the better. That in no way means I have a casual approach now. It’s kind of like when you drive for the first time, you have to concentrate on the road, traffic signals, safety rules etc., all at once. Over the years, these things come naturally.



Did you have any Gurus or people in the field whose work you looked upto? Oh yes, I admire editorial works of Farrokh Chothia and advertising work of Suresh Natrajan both of whom I assisted briefly. Internationlly there is Avedon, Leibovitz, Lindbergh, Demarchelier, Meisel, Testino, LaChapelle, Michael Thompson, Howard Schatz, Klinko n Indrani, Bizzaro n Moss, and many more.



Your comments on the progress of photography in our country. I can only speak of my genre of photography that is fashion. It is on par with the international scene today both technically and visually ‘provided’ we are not bound by any creative or financial limit by the client. Your advice to the upcoming talents in the photography industry. I consider it too early to give any advice. All I can say is something that I follow myself – never give up! 55 FEBRUARY 2008 Asian Photography
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